


 

 

Sales: $175.2million 

Gross margins: 33.9% 

Gross profit: $59.5 million 

Net income:  ($10.1 million) 

 

During the quarter, we have shown real gains in our core and portable pastry items. These remain 

strong with unit gains and are geared to show promising returns. However, they were not 

sufficient to compensate for dollar declines in other categories, affected by competitors' price 

discounts and activities that were deliberately not responded to. Furthermore, although we have 

managed to reduce expense lines, like cutting finance costs, we continue to build long term brand 

value by spending on reorganization, marketing and branding costs, which were the main causes 

for the increase in expenditure. These factors were the key drivers for our performance this 

quarter. 

 

Strategically deciding to focus on products with growth potential, we have dropped or paused 

several stock items from our system. In this quarter, we launched a new “grab and go” pastry 

item under our Miss Birdie brand, which represents our first entrant into this category. Sales to 

date since launch have been robust and we have had to deploy additional resources to meet 

demand. Delays affected our planned full deployment of new equipment and roll out of products, 

which both impacted our revenues and cost of goods sold.  

We have made additional investments in branding and marketing which is reflected in increased 

cost this quarter and for year to date. During the quarter, we launched television and outdoor 

branding, as we feel this will drive future growth and assist in building market presence and sale.  

 

In order to grow the top line, we will introduce products which are in our development pipeline, 

beef up engineering staff and service more accounts. We also hired staff to set up new lines 

which we expect to have increased output in first quarter 2016. During this quarter, we 

launched a new data management tool to assist in distribution which has 

been yielding promising results thus far. 

 

On the statement of position, the company maintains its investments, reflected in both the 

investment line and the cash equivalent line in US currencies. The sum of these items totals 

$116.2 m for this quarter which represent an increase of 8.2 % over the previous year and 8.3 % 

over the yearend balance at December 31, 2014. The company intends, in the coming months, to 

utilize some of the cash balances for Capital Expenditure. 



 

 

 

 

We will continue to focus on areas of growth potential, such as our core and portable pastry 

items and drive distribution and engineering, while maintaining brand presence in trade and cost 

management. Our core items have shown growth and our baked business continues to hold firm, 

even with increased competition. We will closely monitor our key performance drivers for 

efficiency and strengthen further our route to market for our newer and other products. 
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